Rita Mestokosho

Country : Canada
Language : French
Gender : Féminin
Note : Poète amérindienne
ISNI : ISNI 0000 0000 8459 3966 (Information about ISNI)

Activities of Rita Mestokosho (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Textual works (1)

Née de la pluie et de la terre
(2014)

Authors related to "Rita Mestokosho" (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Authors linked as illustrator (1)

Patricia Lefebvre
See also (7 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (6)

Equivalent record in Dbpedia
Equivalent record in IdRef

Equivalent record in ISNI
Equivalent record in VIAF

Equivalent record in Wikidata
Equivalent record in Wikipedia Francophone